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narrative projects is pleased to present The Bureau of Authentication a collaborative project by
artists Michal Baror and Patrick Hough that includes performance based installation work, video
and photography.
The project, produced as part of the ArtPort, Tel Aviv residency program, is the result of a twomonth period of intensive research around the intersection of archaeology and politics in the
region of Israel/Palestine. The exhibition explores the process of transformation that occurs to
objects and stories through bureaucracy and the creation of official documents. It also examines
the dynamics of recording and translating oral history into written historical text, ideas relating to
provenance and market value.
As part of The Bureau of Authentication performance, members of the public are invited to bring
evocative objects to the office of the Bureau where after a consultation, a unique certificate is
issued for their object, recording both its physical aspects and the story/history surrounding it, as
told by its owner. All objects are photographed in situ and reproduced within the signed and
stamped certificate. An additional copy of the certificate is hung on the wall of the gallery forming
part of the Bureau’s growing public archive. Participants are also invited to choose the language of
their certificate - English, Arabic or Hebrew and these languages are used throughout the entire
Bureau’s graphic design concept.
The work springs from an interest into the antiquities trade in Israel, one of the only countries in
the Middle East where the buying and selling antiquities is legal. The laws regulating the sale of
these objects can be traced back to the British Mandate period when Palestine formed part of
British Empire.

The British Mandate’s new laws permitted trade in antiquities by recognised dealers, and, under
certain conditions, the export of antiquities from Palestine. This period saw the rapid development
of Antiquities stores, who issued certificates of authenticity for artefacts along with export licences
through the British Mandate laws. Despite increased regulation of the trade in recent years, the
practice continues to this day. Reflecting on this, the exhibition raises questions about what these
documents are, who has the authority issue them, and how they change the value and meaning of
objects and their histories.
The two video works in the exhibition open up the conversation to a wider historical time frame:
both films were shot in Masada, a mountaintop fortress built by Herod The Great between 37 and
31 BCE. In the film Above The Black Line, the camera follows the black line that demarcates the
border between the original archaeological material and its contemporary reconstruction. The
sites resonance today reveals the way in which symbols can circulate throughout time and through
institutions and reemerge in ways that reshape the past for use within the present. Rather than
separate fact from fiction, Masada’s black line serves to paint a hybridised present. It creates a
relationship between a real and impossible world that is ‘neither here nor there’ but is oscillating
in between. What results is an assemblage of compressed layers, superimposed structures,
artifacts and debris that mix together to remodel collective memory.
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